Challenging the brightest minds

Pursuing innovative research

Discovering new knowledge
Your giving enables Stony Brook to enhance our dynamic environment for students and faculty, whose scholarly studies, creative pursuits, and research accomplishments are sources of pride for us all.

As a public research institution, we place special emphasis on providing opportunities for deserving students and our incredible faculty. Thanks to 11,967 friends and alumni, we raised more than $65.7 million during this past fiscal year ending June 30, 2014, including $4.8 million for current-use student financial aid and close to $8.1 million for research.

As you’ll read in this report, philanthropy is having an incredible, purposeful impact across our campus.

Thanks to donors like you, smart but economically disadvantaged students are earning degrees in fields desperate for talent. Private dollars are invested in imaginative and innovative teaching that broadens students’ views of the world. And endowed faculty support critical research in areas such as cell behavior and innovative imaging technology to diagnose and treat disease.

Donor support continues to be a signature component of Stony Brook’s student and faculty achievement. As we continue to grow and flourish, your sustained generosity will continue to factor into our quest for excellence in all we do.

Thank you.

Samuel L. Stanley Jr., MD
President
Stony Brook University

Richard L. Gelfond ’76
Chair, Board of Trustees
Stony Brook Foundation

Our success at Stony Brook University is a direct result of your generosity.
Underrepresented racial and ethnic groups comprise more than a quarter of the U.S. population, yet they only account for 10% of U.S. workers in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics.

Creating Opportunities Across Campus

Transformative gifts from two anonymous donors totaling $2.5 million were donated to Stony Brook’s College of Arts and Sciences. The gifts will allow the College to promote innovation, to recruit and retain talented students and faculty, and to further enrich the multitude of academic programs in the College.

More than 47% of students are enrolled in Arts and Sciences majors.

TOP 20 Arts & Sciences programs in the COUNTRY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#4</th>
<th>#4</th>
<th>#4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear Physics</td>
<td>Geometry</td>
<td>Clinical Psychology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2014 US News & World Report Rankings

Supporting Tomorrow’s Scientists and Technologists

Two years ago, an anonymous Long Island businessperson established a scholarship to benefit students underrepresented in the STEM disciplines.

Per the donor’s wishes, recipients are selected from a talented pool of Riverhead High School graduates, a Suffolk County community with an estimated per capita income of $26,254.

In fiscal year 2014, an additional $1.4 million in immediate gifts and pledges from the same donor established an endowed scholarship fund, ensuring that more Riverhead High grads will receive the scholarship to attend Stony Brook University for generations to come.

Riverhead STEM Scholars for ‘13 & ‘14

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total: 15 students (46% are women)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High School Average: 97.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cultivating International Leaders

The Clinton Foundation, United Nations University, and the U.S. State Department are among the prestigious organizations employing Stony Brook students as interns, thanks to the Jewish Foundation for the Education of Women (JFEW)-SUNY International Relations and Global Affairs Program.

With generous support from JFEW grants, each year, the selection committee gives particular attention to women who demonstrate both financial need and academic merit. Ten Stony Brook juniors are introduced to the field of international relations through attendance at monthly leadership development seminars and are then placed in internships with global organizations in New York City.

With $200,000 from the Parent Fund for Excellence, 144 students are attending physics classes in a reimagined active learning environment. The pilot program, modeled after MIT’s Technology-Enabled Learning Environment, merges lecture, recitation, and hands-on laboratory learning. Physics professor Angela Kelly already reports higher student attendance, retention and success when compared with traditional lecture-based physics classes.
For the seventh year in a row, a $100,000 donation from the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation to the School of Nursing provides scholarships for college graduates without nursing degrees who are enrolled in the accelerated bachelor’s and master’s nursing programs at Stony Brook.

Stony Brook School of Nursing is one of only seven in the country that have received all 7 years of scholarship funding from the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation.

The “New Careers in Nursing Program” grant is funding scholarships designed to help address the nationwide nursing shortage and increase the diversity of nursing professionals to meet the needs of underrepresented populations.

To help recruit and retain the most talented graduate students in the Department of Computer Science, John L. Hennessy PhD `77, computer science graduate of Stony Brook and now longtime president of Stanford University, established the Hennessy Endowed Graduate Fellowship Fund.

In 2012, Hennessy was awarded the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers Medal of Honor, its highest recognition “for pioneering the RISC processor architecture and for leadership in computer engineering and higher education.”

The gift from Hennessy comes as construction of Stony Brook’s new computer science building will open in Spring 2015. The $40 million, 70,000-square-foot, LEED-certified facility offers students and faculty an array of specialized labs, particularly digital media, light dome, sound booth, virtual reality and wireless sensor labs. (stonybrook.edu/csbuilding)

In the most recent National Research Council survey of doctoral programs in Computer Science, Stony Brook University ranked #11 out of the 126 programs in the nation in combined research productivity, student support, and outcomes.
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Fortifying a Diverse Workforce of Nurses

Exploring New Frontiers in Computer Science

Training a New Generation of Foreign Correspondents

Discovering New Insights in Behavioral Health

Equipping Dental Students to Serve the Underserved

Dental mission director and Stony Brook professor David Krause, PhD, estimates that the program has treated 8,000 patients and performed more than 35,000 procedures.

On a mission to improve the oral health and well-being of disadvantaged families on Long Island, Henry Schein, Inc., made a $1 million gift of laboratory equipment, dental supplies, computer software, and other gifts in kind to Stony Brook School of Dental Medicine and its Dental Care Center.

The Dental Care Center has become a safety net for 14,000 Long Island pediatric and geriatric patients, those with systemic conditions that are affected by their oral health and numerous underserved groups.

Since 2005, Stony Brook’s dental outreach extends as far as the island nation of Madagascar, where there are just two dentists for every 100,000 people.
This year, Ramin Parsey, MD, PhD, Chair of the Department of Psychiatry and Director of PET Research, was appointed the inaugural holder of the Della Pietra Chair of Biomedical Imaging.

Stephen Della Pietra and Pamela Hurst-Della Pietra, along with his brother Vincent Della Pietra and Barbara Amonson, created the Della Pietra Family Chair of Biomedical Imaging in 2013 with a $1.5 million gift that was matched by the Simons Foundation.

Dr. Parsey is leading the way in enhancing the University’s biomedical imaging capabilities and in fostering collaboration among research faculty. A biological psychiatrist, Parsey serves as principal investigator or co-investigator on nine NIHs and other grants, focusing on depression and dementia, utilizing novel tools of positron emission tomography (PET) and other cutting-edge brain imaging technologies.

Dr. Parsey is the director of PET Research in Stony Brook’s new and rapidly expanding Research Imaging Initiative. He will also continue to pursue his studies of PET and other mechanisms by which antidepressants work and to identify biomarkers of successful treatment.

The Della Pietra family philanthropy extends across campus to the Simons Center for Geometry and Physics, which hosts the Della Pietra Lecture Series, and to the Music Department, where their generosity supports Pablo Lavandera PhD ’09, a visiting artist in residency.

Dr. Lavandera came to the United States originally as a Fulbright Scholar from Argentina and now teaches piano, chamber music, and a collaborative piano class at Stony Brook.

“Dr. Parsey’s expertise and ground-breaking research in depression and bipolar disorder addresses a major and growing public health problem.”

Dr. Joanna Fowler
Head of Imaging at Brookhaven National Lab
Dr. Gábor Balázsi
Henry Laufer Endowed Associate Professor of Physical and Quantitative Biology
designs synthetic gene circuits to study cell behaviors, such as microbial survival during drug treatment or cancer progression.

Dr. Sasha Levy
Marsha Laufer Endowed Assistant Professor of Physical and Quantitative Biology
develops technologies to understand how microbial pathogen or cancer cells evolve and adapt in various environments.

Attracting the Best Minds in their Fields
A distinguished roster of endowed faculty is one of the hallmarks of a great university. Endowed chairs and professors help Stony Brook recruit and retain eminent scholars and teachers and fund important research that are lasting tributes to the donors who establish them.

41 endowed chairs and professors — a 7-fold increase since 2010
100 endowed faculty positions by 2018

The Center of Finance at Stony Brook provides an interdisciplinary research focus to address intellectual goals in investment and banking/regulation. Specific research topics focus on high-frequency trading, risk assessment and management, valuation of structured financial instruments, banking, portfolio choice and optimization, asset liability management and insurance, and regulation of financial institutions.

Quantifying Advances in Finance and Business
Guy-Max Delphin ’97 came to Stony Brook to become a doctor. But it took just one freshman economics class to change the course of his career. The would-be physician now heads his own investment firm.

Delphin, who earned a bachelor’s in Applied Math and Economics, invested $300,000 in Stony Brook’s new Center of Finance. The Delphin Endowment for Finance will fund faculty recruitment, scholarships, and fellowships, as well as capital and operational initiatives.

In another boost to Stony Brook’s College of Business, international businessman and former graduate student Manlong Rao has pledged $750,000 to establish the Manlong Rao Endowed Fund for Excellence. Mr. Rao committed this generous pledge in recognition of the need to train business leaders operating in an evermore interdependent global economy.

Louis and Beatrice Laufer Center Endowed Faculty Appointed
Boosting its efforts to advance biology and medicine through discoveries in physics, mathematics, and computational science, the Louis and Beatrice Laufer Center appointed two endowed professors.

Dr. Gábor Balázsi
Henry Laufer Endowed Associate Professor of Physical and Quantitative Biology
designs synthetic gene circuits to study cell behaviors, such as microbial survival during drug treatment or cancer progression.

Dr. Sasha Levy
Marsha Laufer Endowed Assistant Professor of Physical and Quantitative Biology
develops technologies to understand how microbial pathogen or cancer cells evolve and adapt in various environments.

Key Philanthropic Investment in Imaging
The M.R. Metzger Family Foundation donated $175,000 for recruiting top imaging faculty as well as equipment to improve motion correction for positron emission tomography (PET) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).
Challenging What We Know

Our world’s most groundbreaking ideas and products can be traced back to the fundamental findings discovered through basic research.

It’s the type of research the Simons Center for Geometry and Physics pursues by design, where its faculty and visiting scholars carry on investigations of string theory, a quest to quantify gravity, and a search for a better understanding of the nature of the universe.

Demonstrating a deep understanding that new knowledge yields invaluable scientific capital, the Simons Foundation, a longtime Stony Brook benefactor, donated $25 million to the Simons Center for Geometry and Physics.

Exploring the quantum mechanics of zero. Developing a new theory of cancer cell development. Discovering evidence of water in a Martian crater. This past year, researchers continued to pursue new ideas on the frontiers of science and medicine.

In response to deep cuts in federal investment in basic research, the Stony Brook Foundation Board of Trustees established the Discovery Fund Prize with a $500,000 donation. Every year, early career Stony Brook researchers apply for the $200,000 research prize to pursue their most audacious ideas. While Stony Brook researchers will continue to explore new frontiers of what we know, the Stony Brook Foundation will continue to pursue its own goal of raising $25 million for the Discovery Fund Prize.

For more information, visit www.stonybrook.edu/discoveryfund
At Turkana Basin Institute (TBI) in Kenya, Stony Brook professors Richard Leakey and wife Meave and their daughter Louise, along with their teams of researchers, continue to make groundbreaking discoveries about man’s earliest existence. This evidence will yield answers to questions about where we came from and how the human species needs to adapt to survive.

Curiosity about the origins of mankind generated $1.6 million from six donors to complete the $10 million Phase II of TBI’s infrastructure development, including a permanent facility in Ileret that will host dozens of researchers and scientists.

The Lundin Foundation and Lundin for Africa Foundation gave $500,000 combined
Isibindi Trust donated $250,000
Ann and Gordon Getty contributed $100,000
David Acker gave $100,000
Anonymous donor gave $250,000
Mark and Christine Read donated $85,000 to fund TBI Field School scholarships

Exploring New Treatments for Chronic Disease

To advance research in cancer, neurological disorders and other diseases, many donors look to Stony Brook, where researchers are generating some of the most important breakthroughs in the prevention, early detection, and treatment of the world’s most challenging and debilitating diseases.

Kavita and Lalit Bahl contributed $3.5 million to establish the Kavita and Lalit Bahl Molecular Imaging Laboratory at Stony Brook Medicine.

Molecular imaging has existed for decades—thanks in part to Stony Brook chemistry professor Paul Lauterbur’s Nobel Prize-winning development of MRI technology—but recent advancements in the science have transformed the way cancers are diagnosed, monitored, and treated.

The Bahl Lab will include a new cyclotron, a particle accelerator used in medicine to create radioactive tracer molecules that enhance diagnostic capabilities and treat specific diseases, particularly cancer.

Filomena Lombardi, CEO of Long Island’s Lombardi’s restaurants, catering service, and retail stores was so impressed with Stony Brook’s Multiple Sclerosis Comprehensive Care Center that she established the CURE Multiple Sclerosis Foundation of New York.

A transformative gift from the CURE Foundation is helping fund the center’s research into how hyperbaric oxygen therapy can benefit multiple sclerosis patients, as well as the effects of administering cutting-edge clinical trials and conducting groundbreaking studies on the devastating disease.

Researchers at Stony Brook’s Neuromuscular Disease and Christopher Pendergast ALS Center for Excellence have taken the lead in developing research that will lead to clinical trials of new treatments against ALS that slow down the disease process or cure ALS. The center—recognized by the ALS Association as a “Treatment Center of Excellence”—received a $160,000 donation from the Ride for Life Organization.

NICU Unit Named in Honor of Mary and Henry Li

President Samuel L. Stanley, Jr., MD and Dr. Ellen Li donated $50,000 to Stony Brook Children’s Hospital, Suffolk County’s only hospital dedicated to pediatric care, research and medical training.

Founded by Christopher Pendergast, who was stricken 21 years ago with ALS, Ride for Life has now had a total impact of more than $1.2 million on the center, the only ALS Association-certified center on Long Island.

Thanks to $1 million in gifts from supporters of the Thomas Hartman Foundation for Parkinson’s Research, researchers at Stony Brook’s Thomas Hartman Center for Parkinson’s Research are translating discoveries in basic science into practical solutions for Parkinson’s patients.

“Father Tom” Hartman, a beloved priest and Emmy Award-winning television and radio personality, established the foundation after he was diagnosed with Parkinson’s in 2004.

Research shows that the cause of Parkinson’s disease is the death of a specific group of neurons in the brain due to too much calcium entering the neurons through a special opening in their membrane. Doctors at the Thomas Hartman Center are poised to identify a molecular signature for this opening to enable them to block the calcium inflow to rescue the dying neurons.

The NICU Unit Named in Honor of Mary and Henry Li
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Who Gave in Fiscal Year ‘14

Fiscal Year ‘14 Gifts Designated for:

- Endowment
- Plant
- Restricted
- Unrestricted

- Alumni
- Corporations
- Foundations
- Friends
- Research Partners

July 1, 2013–June 30, 2014 Fiscal Year

Fundraising Results - Past 5 Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FY10</td>
<td>$28,583,797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY11</td>
<td>$28,062,890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY12</td>
<td>$181,308,313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY13</td>
<td>$82,009,744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY14</td>
<td>$65,751,647</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FUNDRAISING RESULTS

GRAND TOTAL

$65,751,467

$10 MILLION +
- Simons Center for Geometry and Physics $25,000,000
- Stony Brook Medicine $13,062,508

$4 MILLION +
- College of Arts and Sciences $4,784,395
- Academic Centers and University Initiatives $4,518,529
- Stars of Stony Brook Gala $4,044,550

$2 MILLION +
- School of Engineering and Applied Science $2,570,808
- School of Health Technology & Management $2,194,864

$1 MILLION +
- School of Dental Medicine $1,288,720
- School of Marine and Atmospheric Sciences $1,098,781
- University Hospital $1,070,664
- Graduate School $1,021,962

UP TO $1 MILLION
- School of Nursing $920,713
- College of Business $846,031
- Fund for Stony Brook/Parent Fund $665,798
- School of Journalism $697,515
- Athletics $508,104

UP TO $500 THOUSAND
- Staller Center for The Arts $460,530
- Stony Brook Southampton $235,328
- Long Island Vets Home $232,894
- Student Affairs $227,944
- Library $202,803
- School of Social Warfare $46,795
- Health Sciences Center $27,530
- School of Professional Development $3,791
Executive Director Dexter Bailey with Jeanne Moutoussamy-Ashe, author, photographer, and widow of legendary tennis star Arthur Ashe, who spoke on campus May 9 about women thriving in adversity.

The institution that Stony Brook is today would not be possible without your investment—without the value you place on building and sustaining a world-class university.

The same can be said of the university that Stony Brook becomes tomorrow.

What’s holding us back? For one, our $145 million endowment remains far below the $1.8 billion average of our peer schools in the elite Association of American Universities.

We are absolutely committed to closing that gap. Stony Brook is poised to launch an historic comprehensive fundraising campaign. At the forefront of The Campaign for Stony Brook will be student support.

In 2013, generous donations enabled Stony Brook to disburse $5.7 million for merit- and need-based student scholarship and fellowship support, helping more than 1,200 students. Imagine how many young minds could be impacted by $125 million—that’s how much we intend to raise during our comprehensive campaign for student support, alone.

Stony Brook Advancement has grown tremendously in the past 3 years and will continue to grow as we galvanize the campus in preparation for our comprehensive fundraising campaign in support of students, faculty and research. This past year, the Council for Advancement and Support of Education (CASE) recognized Stony Brook’s fundraising program for “Overall Performance” and “Overall Improvement” among our peer public research universities.

Thank you for making a difference at Stony Brook. As we enter this important chapter in the University’s history, we will continue to be accountable to you and the community we serve.

Sincerely yours,

Dexter A. Bailey Jr.
Executive Director, Stony Brook Foundation
STONY BROOK STUDENTS AMONG NEW YORK’S MOST DESERVING

Common Data Set, incoming class of 2014

80% First-time, full-time students receiving financial aid
40% In-state NY students receiving federal aid, with family incomes below $30,000
73% still with unmet financial needs of $5,333 per year on average

125 BRIGHTEST STARS OF STONY BROOK

Each year since 2000, the Stony Brook Foundation has hosted the Stars of Stony Brook Gala, which has raised critical funds for Stony Brook's various centers of excellence, as well as $30.3 million to support student financial aid, including support for Foundation Trustee Scholars.

91% Graduate in 4 years
81% Majoring in STEM disciplines
100% Foundation Trustee Scholars from New York State
56% GPAs above 3.75
23% Valedictorian and Salutatorian Scholars
12% WISE program participants

Foundation Trustee Scholar Majors

*Bident years 2010–2013

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Major</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomedical Engineering</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biochemistry</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humanities</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applied Math</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical &amp; Molecular Engineering</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Others</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Established in 1965, the Stony Brook Foundation is a private 501(c) (3) nonprofit corporation. Its mission is to advance the goals and strategic plan of Stony Brook University by raising and managing private funds on the University’s behalf.

Since its inception, the Foundation has raised $799,665,218 in gifts and employs best practices and procedures to ensure all gifts to the University are wisely invested and distributed in a manner consistent with each donor’s expressed intent.
In the pages that follow, we recognize our generous contributors for their giving during the 2013-2014 fiscal year (July 1, 2013 to June 30, 2014).

**FISCAL YEAR 2013-2014 DONORS**

### $500,000 and above

- Alan Alda
- Anonymous
- Lalit Rau Bahl and Kritha Khan
- Cerith Foundation, Inc.
- Scott Chen and Yimin Wang '13
- Michael R. Corey and Emily Roy Corey
- The Corey Foundation
- Care Multiple Sclerosis Foundation of NY
- Filomena Lombardi Dialysis Clinic, Inc.
- Henry Schein Cares Foundation
- Dr. Robert M. Herrnstein and Dr. James H. Herrnstein
- The Jim and Robin Herrnstein Foundation, Inc.
- Island Outreach Foundation Inc.
- David S. Knapp and Michele Knapp
- Laurie Landreau Foundation LLC
- Henry B. Laufer, Ph.D. and Marsha Zlatin Laufer, Ph.D.
- Dorothy Lichtenstein
- Filomena Lombardi and Scott Soreland
- Lisa J. Lourie
- Dr. Robert W. Lourie
- The Lourie Foundation, Inc.
- The Lundin Foundation
- Nirkl M. Matteo, M.D. and Augustina Matteo
- NextStop New York LLC
- Min Tang Ruo
- Simons Foundation
- James H. Simons, Ph.D. and Marilyn H. Simons, Ph.D. ’74, ’84
- James H. Simons, Ph.D. and Marilyn H. Simons, Ph.D. ’74, ’84
- The Staller Family
- Thaw Charitable Trust
- Eugene V. Thaw

### $250,000 - $499,999

- Andrew Sabin Family Foundation
- Andrew E. Sabin
- Anonymous
- The Bank of America Foundation
- Gay-Max Dolphin '97 and Heather S. Delphi
- Mikki G. Donoho, Ph.D. and David Donoho, Ph.D.
- Ann Hunter-Welborn
- HW Fund
- Isibindi Charitable Trust
- Julie Packard
- The Robert David Lion Gardiner Foundation Inc.
- Samuel L. Stanley Jr., M.D. and Ellen Li, M.D., Ph.D.

### $100,000 - $249,999

- Dr. David E. Acker ‘81
- Anonymous
- Eugene Cheng ’97 and Chiu Hsui Yeh ’96, ’97
- The Colvin Family
- The Corson Family
- DENTSPLY Tulsa Dental Specialties
- Christina Sex Dow ’73 and Robert S. Dow
- Faculty Student Association of Stony Brook University
- Robert S. Frey, Ph.D. ’80, ’97 and Kathryn B. Frey
- Frey Family Foundation
- The Gardener Foundation
- Ambassador Charles A. Gargano
- Gordon P. Getty and Ann Getty
- Guro Krops Foundation Inc.
- Adrienne E. Harris, Ph.D.
- John L. Hennessey, Ph.D. ’75, ’77 and Andrea J. Hennessey
- Gordon Rauch Foundation Foundation
- Holiday Inn Express Stony Brook
- John C. Tunis, Esq.
- The Jewish Foundation for Education of Women Fund
- The John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation
- Priscilla S. Knapp
- Knapp Sweaty Foundation
- M.R. Metzger Family Foundation
- Snowdrift Mennen
- Millman Family Group, LLC
- Martin H. Hoffman
- Nobel Biocare USA
- Dunn A. Obst ’91 and David Obst
- Pollock-Krasner Foundation
- Charles G. Bogman
- Deepak Raj and Nerra Raj
- Rauch Foundation
- Nancy Rauch Donzinos, Ph.D.
- Ride For Life, Inc.
- Dr. Christopher Pendergast ’76
- The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
- Rockwell Automation, Anorad Corporation
- SCVOL Firefighters Burn Center Fund Inc.
- Dunn Thompson ’78 and Gail Thompson
- TRITEC Real Estate
- The Coughlan Family
- George T. Tsunis, Esq. and Olga Tsunis
- John C. Tsunis, Esq. and Laura Tsunis
- Tsunis Family Foundation
- Dr. Jodie Tunison
- Lester L. Ward and Eva Swoboda, M.D. ’01
- Carol L. Weidman (Nussbaum) and Bennett Nussbaum
- Huayi Zhang, Ph.D. and Siuling Zhang

### $50,000 - $99,999

- A. Sanchez Construction Corporation
- Amelio M. Sanchez
- Barbara Anderson 2011 Family Trust
- Morton S. Broulard III
- Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory
- Dr. Stephen A. Della Pietra and Dr. Pamela Hurst-Della Pietra
- Stephen Della Pietra & Pamela Hurst Della Pietra Family Foundation
- Dr. Vincent J. Della Pietra and Barbara J. Ammonson
- MARK S. EGHKARI AND ASSOCIATES PLLC
- Mark S. Eghkari
- Estate of Margaret Ammann Durrer
- Forest Laboratories, Inc.
- Charles S. Ryan, Ph.D.
- The Friedlin Charitable Trust
- FutureWei Technologies, Inc.
- Richard L. Gelfond ’76 and Peggy Bonapace Gelfond
- Helen & Claus Heit Charitable Foundation
- IBR
- Thomas Rivino and Judy Rivino
- Joe Sang Xing, Ph.D. ’95, ’99 and Haerin Choi
- Dimitris Kilimzigrou, D.D.S. ’02, ’03 and Theresa Kilimzigrou
- Walter B. Kissinger
- The Kissinger Family Foundation
- Louis Morin Charitable Trust
- The Lundin for Africa Foundation
- Dr. Jacqueline M. Newman and Dr. Leonard Newman
- FAPCO Investments LLC
- Peter Panosinos
- Paul W. Zuccaire Foundation
- Alice Jean Zuccaire
- Mark Read and Christine Read
- Social and Environmental Entrepreneurs
- Nancy K. Squires, Ph.D.
- Stony Brook Anesthesiology - UFPC
- Stony Brook University Hospital Auxiliary
- The Ward Melville Heritage Organization
- Gloria D. Roscio
- The William Marx Foundation
- Cynthia Marks

### $10,000 - $49,999

- American Association for the Advancement of Science
- American Chemical Society
- American Dental Partners Foundation, Inc.
- American Legion Post 1029
- Anonymous
- Applied DNA Sciences Inc.
- James A. Hayward, Ph.D. ’83
- Michael A. Ardolino and Marie Ardolino ’89
- A. Sanchez Construction Corporation
- Vijaypal Arya, M.D. and Kalpana Arya
- Morrell Michael Avram, M.D. and Maria Avram
- Bank of America
- Julie Baer
- Eileen B. Barna ’70 and Richard A. Barna
- Carol B. Baron
- The Benevolence Community Impact Fund
- Bethpage Federal Credit Union
- BJR Real Estate & Consulting, LLC
- Nathaniel L. Bohrer ’80 and Betsy Bohrer
- Luke Dennis Boland and Nancy Statt Boland
- James Breslau and Dobera A. Breslau
- Frances Brisbane, Ph.D.
- Bronx-Lebanon Hospital Center
- Brookhaven Science Associates, LLC
- Dayton T. Brown, Jr. and Karen E. Brown
- Peter E. Brown, Ph.D. and Margaret A. Hamburg, M.D.
- Campolo, Middleton & McComb, LLP
- Joseph N. Campos, Esq. ’94
- Causinia Krabbe Co., Inc.
- Dr. Latha Chandran and Prem G. Chandran
- Gong Chen ’00
- Barbara Chernow and William Farber
- Sharda Cherwoo and Satish Cherwoo
- Drs. Bobbly and Barry Coller
- Linda M. Collier
- Concerned Women of the Grove
- Consolidated Company of New York, Inc.
- Cook Group, Inc., Inc.
- Cornerstone Pharmaceuticals
- John J. Corrado and Jacqueline Corrado
- James Coughlan and Betty Coughlan
- Robert J. Coughlan and Jan Coughlan
- The Cowles Charitable Trust
- Karine Cruze
- Delphi Investments
- Gay-Max Dolphin ’97
- Michael J. DeMartin and Kathy A. DeMartin
- Gary Alan DeWaal, Esq. ’76
- James J. DiPietro ’76 and Francene Di Pietro
- The Donald and Barbara Zucker Family Foundation
- The Donaldson Organization
- Anni Y. Doshi ’80 and Kalpana A. Doshi
- Douglas Elliman Real Estate
- East Hampton Beach Preservation Society, Inc.
- The Educational Projects Foundation
- Mark S. Eghkari and Elizabeth Eghkari
- ESM Corporation
- Empire National Bank
- Empire Vision Centers
The 1957 Founders Society pays special tribute to donors whose cumulative realized lifetime giving to Stony Brook has reached $1,000,000. This listing recognizes the exemplary donors who reached this milestone as of the end of the fiscal year on June 30, 2014.

1957 FOUNDERS SOCIETY
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TOLL SOCIETY FOR 2013-2014

The John S. Toll Society was established in 1994 by the Stony Brook Foundation to honor Dr. John Sampson Toll, former president of Stony Brook, and to recognize his contributions and commitment to excellence in higher education. Our University community is proud to honor the legacy of the late Dr. Toll through this special society of individuals, living and deceased, who have made planned gifts to the Stony Brook Foundation, including bequests, life-income gifts, irrevocable or revocable trusts, retirement plans, insurance policies, and other planned gifts.

William E. Knapp ’78 and Jane T. Knapp ’78
Priscilla S. Knapp
Knapp Sweyer Foundation
Henry B. Lauffer, Ph.D. and Marsha Zlatin Lauffer, Ph.D.
Laurie Landreau Foundation LLC
Dorothea Lichtenstein
Lisa J. Louie
Dr. Robert W. Louie
The Louie Foundation, Inc.
John Macarri III and Paula Cooper
Estate of Philip J. McGrath
Philip J. McGrath and Carolyn J. McGrath
Northrop Grumman Corporation
Richard T. Nasti, Esq ’78 and Maura Nasti
Paul W. Zuccaire Foundation
Alice Joan Zuccaire
Pollock-Kraus Foundation
Charles C. Bergman
Renaissance Technologies LLC
The Robert David Lien Gardiner Foundation Inc.
James H. Simon, Ph.D. and Marilyn H. Simon, Ph.D. ’74, ’84
Simons Foundation
The Staller Family
Suffolk County Volunteer Firefighters Burn Center Fund
Symbol Technologies Inc.
Dr. Jerome Swartz
Thaw Charitable Trust
Eugene V. Thaw
Thomas Hartmann Foundation for Parkinson’s Research Inc.
University Hospital Auxiliary
Estate of Ethel C. Vile
W. K. Kellogg Foundation
W. M. Keck Foundation
Charles B. Wang
The Wang Center
Alok S. Khemani Foundation
Charles W. Kim, PhD and Soo J. Kim
Carol Klemm
Jose T. Knapp ’78 and William L. Knapp ’78
Thomas Krupnikas, PhD
Mara Levins and Marvin Levine, PhD

Anonymous – 6
Deceased – 78
Stacy Ackerman ’71
Julia V. Ashley, MD ’75
D. Frederick Baker
Andrew K. E. Beck ’75
Barbara Bentley, PhD and Glenn D. Prestwich, PhD
Evelyn Berenz
Elof Axel Carlson, PhD and Nedra A. Carlson
Bridget Chang
Marie Coleman
Eric Stearns, PhD ’75, ’81 and Susan Davis
Crane ’80
Julia de Zafra, PhD and Robert de Zafra, PhD
The Honorable James F.C. Doyle ’84
Estelle Cora Druian
Bena E. Ellinger, PhD
Sally S. Flaherty
Robert D. Frey, Ph.D. ’80, ’87 and Kathryn B. Frey
Frey Family Foundation
Gabriella & Paul Rosenberg Foundation
Ambassador Charles A. Gargano
Richard L. Gelfond ’76 and Peggy Bonapace Gelfond
Ivan and Nancy Telfer
Ray and Barbara Dalio
The Dalio Family
Dr. Stephen A. Della Pietra and Dr. Pamela Hurst-Della Pietra
Dr. Vincent J. Della Pietra and Barbara J. Ammonson
Miki G. Donoho, Ph.D. and David Donoho, Ph.D.
Glenn R. Dubin ’78 and Eva Dubin
G & E Dubin Family Foundation
The Ferramond Foundation
Ian and Nancy Töller
Robert B. Frey, Ph.D. ’80, ’87 and Kathryn B. Frey
Frey Family Foundation
Gabriella & Paul Rosenberg Foundation
Ambassador Charles A. Gargano
Richard L. Gelfond ’76 and Peggy Bonapace Gelfond
Evelyn Grosman Glick
Stuart S. Goldstein ’71
dr. James R. Herrnstein and Dr. Robin M. Herrnstein
Island Outreach Foundation Inc.
Dr. James R. Herrnstein and Michelle Knapp
John S. and James L. Knight Foundation
Walter B. Kissinger
The Kissinger Family Foundation

Anonymous
Laila B. Altwahi and Karita Kiner
The Bernard Osher Foundation
CA Technologies
Carol M. Baldwin
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